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Abstract: While a road pattern influences wayfinding and navigation, its influence on the gaze
behaviours of navigating pedestrians is not well documented. In this study, we compared gaze
behaviour differences between regular and irregular road patterns using eye-tracking technology.
Twenty-one participants performed orientation (ORI) and shortest route selection (SRS) tasks with
both road patterns. We used accuracy of answers and response time to estimate overall performance
and time to first fixation duration, average fixation duration, fixation count and fixation duration to
estimate gaze behaviour. The results showed that participants performed better with better accuracy
of answers using irregular road patterns. For both tasks and both road patterns, the Label areas of
interest (AOIs) (including shops and signs) received quicker or greater attention. The road patterns
influenced gaze behaviour for both Road AOIs and Label AOIs but exhibited a greater influence on
Road AOIs in both tasks. In summary, for orientation and route selection, users are more likely to rely
on labels, and roads with irregular patterns are important. These findings may serve as the anchor
point for determining how people’s gaze behaviours differ depending on road pattern and indicate
that labels and unique road patterns should be highlighted for better wayfinding and navigation.
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1. Introduction

Road patterns provide fundamental information for mobile activities, such as wayfinding, route
planning and automatic navigation; however, they are also complicated. Road patterns vary in
heterogeneity, connectivity, accessibility, interconnectivity [1], etc. [2,3]. These sophisticated systems
not only impact the performance of transportation systems [4] and land use [5] but also strongly
influence people’s behaviours [6–10]. Many researchers have focused on the geometric attributes of
road patterns and navigation solutions based on shortest time/distance routes [11,12] or other objective
conditions [13]. However, people do not act solely based on geometric attributes. For example, drivers
frequently do not take the shortest time route, and pedestrians have even more freedom in their
movement choice [14]. When selecting a route, people tend to choose straight roads near the origin [15].
Pedestrians’ perceptions of travel time are influenced by the network structure [2,16], which may
influence their route selection. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate how people perceive and interact
with road patterns and which information is important in this process.

Researchers have long been interested in the influence of road patterns on behaviour, such as
driving performance, traffic safety [17] and route choice. Jacob et al. [18] and Green [19] found an
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increase in workload for drivers at smaller-radius and higher-deflection-angle curves in rural areas.
Contrary to the common opinion that bends are dangerous for traffic, Haynes et al. [20] found that from a
district perspective, straighter roads result in more crashes, and fatal road crashes are negatively related
to the angle of roads. Zhang et al. [21] analysed the associations between non-motorist (i.e., pedestrians
and cyclists)-involved crashes and the road network structure in Alameda County, California, and found
that more intersections between pairs of roads tend to be safer for pedestrians. This study indicated
that planners could block cut-through paths to improve traffic safety for pedestrians. However,
the inconvenience caused by more intersections might prevent pedestrians from using them, which
highlights the importance of considering people’s feelings. In addition, people’s route choices are also
affected by road patterns, as shown by studies based on global positioning system (GPS) commute
routes [2,16], actual walking conditions [22–25] and experimental conditions [26,27]. Research by
Hochmair and Karlsson [28] on strategy preference in route selection indicates that different cognition
processes occur between map-based and view-based navigations. For example, map-based route
choice tends to include longer initial straight segments, while view-based users prefer short segments.
Both Parthasarathi, Levinson, and Hochmair [2] and D’Acci [25] found that the road pattern influences
pedestrians’ time perception, with participants in the latter study preferring curvy roads.

Researchers have attempted to explain these behavioural differences. Behaviour-based studies
in the physical world indicate that these differences may be related to the influence of road patterns
on the judgement of geospatial metrics. Byrne [29] found that participants tend to overestimate
the lengths of short routes and routes with major bends but not straight routes. Meanwhile, the
estimations of intersection angles tend to be approximately 90◦ regardless of the actual angle (60–70◦

or 110–120◦) in their residential neighbourhood. R. Montello [30] asked sixty pedestrians in three
testing areas (one orthogonal and two oblique to the local grid pattern) to point to several nonvisible
local targets or the main route direction. He compared the pointing accuracies and response times
in these grids, and the results showed that the participants pointed more accurately with orthogonal
streets than oblique streets. Due to complicated conditions in the real world, recent studies directly
examine cognition processes with different road patterns in highly controlled laboratory conditions.
For example, Liu et al. [31] reported research on cognition with different road patterns based on
an fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) experiment. They observed greater activation in
cognition- and eye-movement-related brain areas in an orientation task with an irregular road pattern
(compared with a regular road pattern), which indicates that orientating with an irregular road pattern
is more difficult. These studies show that people’s behaviours and cognition can be influenced by road
patterns. However, as the road patterns in such studies are integrally regarded, it is difficult to clarify
the aspects of the road pattern responsible for the differences. In this study, we separately analysed
road and labels to distinguish the influencing component.

Eye-tracking technology, which is based on the eye-mind assumption [32], is commonly
used to determine how people process information [32–36]. Because walking on roads requires
considerable visual information and many attention switches, eye-tracking technology is applicable
for navigation [37] and road-related [34,38] research. Hepperle and von Stülpnagel [39] compared
gaze behaviour during intentional and incidental route learning and retrieval and found that the main
difference pertained to the objects that the participants did not view. Liao et al. [40] used eye movement
data to infer pedestrians’ navigation tasks from five possible tasks and obtained a total classification
accuracy of 67%. Fotios et al. [38] investigated the proper illumination design for pedestrians after dark
by analysing where people fixated their attention and concluded the importance of providing sufficient
illumination for other people and paths. However, this study was conducted during a walking period
and did not specify certain tasks. Kitazawa and Fujiyama [41] analysed participants’ eye tracking data
while walking and found that pedestrians usually focus on the scene directly in front of them and that
the information-processing space resembled a cone. Trefzger et al. [42] indicated that pedestrians and
cyclists paid the most attention to the path during navigation. Giannopoulos, Kiefer, and Raubal [43]
also applied eye-tracking technology to assist in the navigation of pedestrians and installed their
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GazeNav app on a smartphone. This app makes the smartphone vibrate if the user looks at the correct
street. These studies indicate that eye movement data are valuable in road-related research.

In this study, we aimed to identify pedestrian gaze differences between regular road patterns
and irregular road patterns for navigational tasks and identify the roles of label and road information
in this process. We categorized road patterns into irregular and regular patterns, asked participants
to perform orientation (ORI) and shortest route selection (SRS) tasks using screenshots of the street
view in both types of road patterns, and recorded the participants’ eye movements during the tasks.
By analysing eye movements over road and label information, we investigated the information that is
important for navigational tasks and the differences among distinct road patterns. The results provide
insights into improved road designs.

The second section of this paper introduces the experimental methods, including the experimental
design overview, participants, apparatus, materials, procedure and data analysis methods. The third
and fourth sections report the results and discuss the results, respectively. The fifth section concludes
this study and proposes future work.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design

In this study, roads were classified into two categories according to their patterns. Roads with
orthogonal intersections and straight segments were regarded as regular road patterns, and those
with non-orthogonal intersections or curved segments as irregular patterns [39,44]. We applied a
within-participants design, where participants were instructed to perform ORI and SRS tasks in both
patterns. These tasks were chosen because they presented a sense of orientation and distance. As part of
a large-scope project of cognition research, this eye-tracking-based study shares a similar experimental
design with previous work reported in [31]. However, the results of this previous study only confirmed
the influence of road patterns and could not explain which part of the road pattern was attributed to in
the influence.

The experiment was performed on two consecutive days. On Day 1, participants were instructed
to become familiar with two areas—an area with a regular road pattern and an area with an irregular
road pattern via street view maps. On Day 2, the participants accomplished a set of ORI and SRS
tasks based on the previously learned areas, while their eye movements were recorded. Although this
study was based on a newly learned road network and participants were perhaps not able to create
a complete cognitive map, this map was not necessary to perform a successful geospatial task [45].
Before the experiment, we conducted a pre-test in which five university students from Beijing Normal
University (BNU) participated to verify the materials and procedure in the experiment.

2.2. Participants

Twenty-three students who were recruited via online ads from universities in Beijing participated
in the experiment. Two of the students did not complete the experiment due to reported difficulties in
learning or unease during the experiment. The remaining 21 participants (mean age = 22.4, SD = 2.3;
7 males and 17 females; 7 with geography-related background) completed the experiment. With respect
to the preferred reference system, six participants reported a preference for an allocentric reference
system (i.e., using east/west/north/south) for wayfinding, ten preferred egocentric (right/left) and five
reported no preferences and used both.

All of the participants had normal or corrected-normal eyesight, and none of the participants
reported a history of mental illnesses. Seven records for the ORI task and three records for the SRS task
were excluded because the sample rates (i.e., the percentage of eye movement data that is recorded)
were below 70%. Therefore, 14 eye movement datasets (five from males) in the ORI task and 18 eye
movement datasets (five from males) in the SRS task were analysed. Each participant received 160 RMB
as compensation.
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2.3. Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a quiet lab in BNU. We used the Tobii T120 eye tracker (Tobii
AB, Stockholm, Sweden; www.tobii.com) with the matching Tobii Studio 3.2.1 software in this study
to record the participants’ eye movements and export the data. The hardware included a Tobii eye
tracker with a 60 Hz sampling rate and a 17-inch thin-film-transistor (TFT) monitor with a 1280 × 1024
pixel screen resolution. The recording accuracy of the eye tracker was 0.5◦ with 0.2◦ spatial resolution.
The allowed head movement range was 0.2◦. The tracking distance ranged from 50 to 80 cm, and in
this experiment, the distance between the participant and the monitor was approximately 60 cm.

2.4. Materials

In this study, we used street views from Google Maps as the experimental material to eliminate
the influence of other pedestrians [38], weather and traffic conditions. We chose part of Stamford,
Lincolnshire, the United Kingdom and part of Ashton-under-Lyne, Greater Manchester, the United
Kingdom as the irregular and regular road patterns, respectively (Figure 1, these maps were only
for design purposes and were not shown to participants). To eliminate memory effects, we chose
these two study areas in the UK to ensure that the participants were not previously familiar with
the areas. The stimuli should be understandable to the participants, as they are university students
and have taken the English exam in the National College Entrance Examination. None of the five
participants who were recruited during the pre-test reported learning difficulties that were attributed
to the English environment.
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Both of the study areas consisted mainly of business areas in small towns, where the majority
of buildings had two or three floors and various signs and labels. Thus, the street view of the areas
did not show an excessive number of people. The initial experimental areas were within the red
framework, as shown in Figure 1. After the pre-test, part of the regular experiment area was cut off as
the participants indicated that this area generated a larger workload and they needed more time to
learn compared with the irregular area. The final experimental areas are shown in the blue framework.

On Day 1, when the participants were asked to remember the experiment areas, the controlling
panels (e.g., the small map window and information box used on Google Maps) were hidden using the
Google Maps application programming interface (API, Google [46]).

Street view screenshots (1024 × 640) of these areas were used as materials for the ORI and SRS
tasks on Day 2. All the street view screenshots were unique and used only once. In these screenshots,
names of streets were also hidden, as there are usually no names painted on streets. We did not
use dynamic or interactive materials in the ORI and SRS tasks because the interaction itself might
influence the visual attention distribution, and controlling the delay of updating was difficult if we
used prepared dynamic videos.

2.5. Procedure

Day 1 As the participants did not know the study areas in any form before the experiment,
they were asked to become familiar with these areas on Day 1. First, the researchers introduced the
experimental timetable, including a sample task. The participants provided a signed consent form and
were told that they could quit during any phase of the experiment.

The participants were then guided to “walk” along the boundaries of the irregular road pattern
in Google Street View. They were allowed to navigate in the area freely by mouse or keyboard and
were required to remember this area. Once the participants reported what they had remembered in
this area, they were shown 10–12 screenshots of the street view and asked to indicate whether the
screenshots displayed the roads that they had learned within the previous 5 s (for each screenshot).
The participants needed to achieve at least 90% accuracy to begin the same procedure for the regular
road pattern; otherwise, they needed to repeat learning and testing for the irregular road pattern.

Day 2 The participants were first shown and explained the instructions without using eye
tracking. They needed to perform both ORI and SRS example tasks to ensure that they had fully
understood the instructions (as described in [31], which employed the Baidu Streetview (Baidu Map:
https://map.baidu.com/) near BNU to ensure the participants were familiar with the environment).

The ORI and SRS tasks with eye tracking then began. A five-point calibration was used. During
this task phase, no further instruction was provided unless the task section changed (i.e., from ORI to
SRS). The tasks were presented in the order of ORI tasks in an irregular road pattern (irORI), ORI tasks
in a regular pattern (rORI), SRS tasks in an irregular road pattern (irSRS) and SRS tasks in a regular
pattern (rSRS). Each part consisted of 10 subtasks. After the rORI part, the participants were allowed
to rest their eyes. In each subtask, first, a white cross was presented in the middle of a black page for
1 s (as Figure 2 shows). Second, a screenshot of the destination (Figure 3a) was displayed for 6 s and,
last, a screenshot of the current position was shown (Figure 3b for ORI and Figure 3c for SRS, tasks
described with the figures). At this point, the participants were allowed to make a choice using their
keyboard without time limitations. To prevent the participants from randomly guessing, they were
allowed to press the space bar to skip a subtask if they could not recall the roads. Once they made their
choice, the next subtask began with the black page with a white cross.

https://map.baidu.com/
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Figure 3. Example of experimental stimulus: (a): destination; (b): current position for orientation (ORI)
task; (c): current position for shortest route selection (SRS) task. Tasks are described along the figures
in grey text boxes.

2.6. Data Analysis

An I-VT (velocity-threshold identification) fixation filter with the default parameters in Tobii Studio
was used for fixation filtering. We labelled the Road and Label areas of interest (AOIs) to conduct further
analyses (Figure 4). The Road AOIs represented roads and walking areas on squares. The Label AOIs
represented the signs of shops, front doors of buildings and recognizable advertisements. The areas
covered by arrows were excluded because participants had to watch the arrows quite often. We used
Quick Selection in Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Photoshop: https://www.photoshop.com/) to obtain
the pixel number of each AOI and applied this value to represent the size of the AOI. If there were
multiple Label or Road AOIs, the same kind of AOIs were aggregated into one AOI group.

https://www.photoshop.com/
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Accuracy of Answers and response time were used to represent the participants’ total performance.
As information is processed during fixation, fixation-based metrics, especially duration, are usually
used for task-related analysis [47,48]. For a more detailed review of eye movement metrics and their
cognitive meaning, please refer to [32,49]. Four eye movement metrics were used (Table 1): time to
first fixation, where a short time to first fixation means the object quickly attracts visual attention and
has strong visual guidance [50,51]; average fixation duration, where a long average fixation duration
indicates high processing difficulty [47,50,52,53] in pedestrian navigation; fixation count, where a high
fixation count means a large processing load [54]; and fixation duration (also referred to as fixation
time [47]), where a long fixation duration indicates that a long time is needed to process the information.
As fixation count and fixation duration are strongly related to AOI size, we used the original value per
10,000 pixels in this analysis.

Table 1. Eye movement metrics.

Metric Description Unit

Accuracy of Answers
Number of subtasks that were skipped,
misjudged or correctly completed by all

participants.
count

Response Time
Time required by participants to make a

decision (start with the origin point
shown).

s

Time to First Fixation Time spent before the AOI was first
fixated on. s

Fixation Duration Total fixation duration within the AOI. s/pixel number × 10,000

Fixation Count Total fixation count within the AOI. number/pixel number × 10,000

Average Fixation Duration Fixation duration/Fixation count. s

First, the outliers in the raw data were excluded based on the three-sigma rule. Second,
we performed linear mixed model regression for the statistical test, as the data were based on a
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within-participant experiment and were not independent [55]. We predicted the eye movement
metrics with road pattern and AOI category as fixed effects, and participants as random effect using
Python’s statsmodels module. We identified p < 0.01 as a significant influence and p > 0.01 as no
significant influence.

Note that the statistical test was applied on data records based on AOIs instead of data records
based on participants. Although seven samples for ORI tasks and three samples for SRS tasks were
excluded, as mentioned in the Participants section, the test was performed on hundreds of data records.

3. Results

3.1. Overall Performance

Table 2 shows the accuracy of answers in different road patterns. In both the ORI task and the SRS
task, participants performed better with irregular road patterns, as they skipped or misjudged fewer
subtasks and made more correct choices.

Table 2. Task accuracy of answers (count).

Task Road Pattern Correct Skipped Incorrect

Orientation (ORI) Irregular 56 28 56
Regular 30 27 83

Shortest Route
Selection (SRS)

Irregular 104 15 61
Regular 92 19 69

The response time for all the four categories of tasks ranged from approximately 8 to 15 s. For the
same kind of task, the response time does not show a considerable difference (Figure 5). The participants
spent the same amount of time on the same tasks for different road patterns.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 20 
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3.2. ORI Task

3.2.1. Time to First Fixation

Figure 6 shows statistics of the time to first fixation in the ORI task. For both the irregular road
pattern and the regular road pattern, the time to first fixation was shorter on Label AOIs than on Road
AOIs (Figure 6a). Time to first fixation difference between irregular and regular road patterns in the
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ORI task are shown in Figure 6b. For the Road AOI, time to first fixation was shorter with the irregular
road pattern than with the regular pattern, whereas for the Label AOI, this time was longer.
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Figure 6. Statistics of the time to first fixation in the ORI task: (a): grouped by road pattern and
(b): grouped by AOI category.

The results of linear mixed model regression of the time to first fixation in the ORI task are shown
in Table 3. The coefficients of the road pattern and AOI category are −0.072 and −0.727, respectively.
However, only the AOI category contributes significantly to the time to first fixation in the ORI task
(p < 0.01). This result shows that participants first fixated on the labels and then fixated on the roads in
both conditions. While participants tended to fixate on the roads faster or fixate on labels more slowly
for irregular road patterns than regular road patterns, the difference is not significant.

Table 3. Linear mixed model regression results of time to first fixation in the ORI task. Coeff, coefficient;
SE, standard error; MSE, mean square error; Group Var, Group Variable.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept 2.034 0.122 16.635 0.000 0.5536
Road Pattern −0.072 0.055 −1.315 0.189
AOI Category −0.727 0.058 −12.522 0.000

Group Var 0.001 0.006

3.2.2. Average Fixation Duration

For both road patterns, the average fixation duration for the Label AOIs was longer than that for
the Road AOIs, as shown in Figure 7a. For irregular road patterns, the average fixation duration for
both roads and labels was longer than that for regular patterns (Figure 7b).

Table 4 shows the results of linear mixed model regression of the average fixation duration in the
ORI task. The coefficients of the road pattern and AOI category are −0.013 and 0.024, respectively. Both
the road pattern and AOI category contribute significantly to the average fixation duration in the ORI
task (p < 0.01). The processing difficulty for the Label AOIs was higher than that for the Road AOIs.
Participants made more efforts to process both road and label information with irregular patterns.
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Figure 7. Statistics of average fixation duration in the ORI task: (a): grouped by road pattern and
(b): grouped by AOI category.

Table 4. Linear mixed model regression results of average fixation duration in the ORI task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept 0.187 0.015 12.471 0.000 0.0037
Road Pattern −0.013 0.004 −3.054 0.002
AOI Category 0.024 0.004 5.795 0.000

Group Var 0.002 0.014

3.2.3. Fixation Count

As shown in Figure 8a, the fixation count for the Label AOIs was greater than that for the Road
AOIs in both patterns. The fixation count for the Road AOIs was greater for irregular road patterns
than that for regular patterns, and that for the Label AOIs was smaller than that for the irregular road
patterns (Figure 8b).
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AOI category.

Table 5 shows the linear mixed model regression results for the fixation count in the ORI task.
The coefficients of the road pattern and the AOI category are −0.069 and 0.713, respectively. Both the
road pattern and the AOI category contribute significantly to the fixation count in the ORI task (p <
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0.01). Participants paid more attention to the Label AOIs with irregular road patterns than those with
regular road patterns. Participants paid more attention to the Road AOIs with irregular road patterns
and less to the Label AOIs with irregular road patterns.

Table 5. Linear mixed model regression results of fixation count in the ORI task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept −0.371 0.057 −6.497 0.000 0.1256
Road Pattern −0.069 0.026 −2.653 0.008
AOI Category 0.713 0.026 27.556 0.000

Group Var 0.007 0.011

3.2.4. Fixation Duration

The fixation duration shows that the fixation duration for the Label AOIs was greater than that for
the Road AOIs for both patterns (Figure 9a). The fixation count for the Road AOIs with irregular road
patterns was greater than those with regular patterns, but the fixation durations for the Label AOIs
with irregular and regular patterns were similar (Figure 9b).
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Figure 9. Statistics of fixation duration in the ORI task: (a): grouped by road pattern and (b): grouped
by AOI category.

As shown in Table 6, the coefficients of the road pattern and the AOI category are −0.022 and
0.160, respectively. Both factors contribute significantly to the fixation duration (p < 0.01). Participants
paid more attention to the Label AOIs. As the fixation durations for the Label AOIs are almost the
same for irregular and regular patterns, we assume the influence of the AOI category results from the
Road AOIs.

Table 6. Linear mixed model regression results of fixation duration in the ORI task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept −0.078 0.016 −4.987 0.000 0.0073
Road Pattern −0.022 0.006 −3.509 0.000
AOI Category 0.160 0.006 25.693 0.000

Group Var 0.001 0.006
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3.3. SRS Task

3.3.1. Time to First Fixation

The statistics of the time to first fixation in the SRS task are shown in Figure 10. As shown in
Figure 10a, with irregular and regular road patterns, the time to first fixation for the Label AOIs was
shorter than that for the Road AOIs. As shown in Figure 10b for the Road AOIs, the time to first
fixation was shorter for irregular road patterns than for regular patterns. For the Label AOIs, the time
to first fixation was slightly longer for irregular road patterns.
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Figure 10. Statistics of time to first fixation in the SRS task: (a): grouped by road pattern and (b): grouped
by AOI category.

Table 7 shows the results of the linear mixed model regression for the time to first fixation in the
SRS task. The coefficients of the road pattern and the AOI category are −0.100 and −0.812, respectively.
However, the road pattern’s contribution is not significant (p = 0.131). The time to first fixation in the
SRS task is influenced only by the AOI category. The participants performed similarly as in the ORI
tasks, in that they first fixated on the labels and then fixated on the roads.

Table 7. Linear mixed model regression results of time to first fixation in the SRS task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept 2.502 0.142 17.644 0.000 1.1803
Road Pattern −0.100 0.066 −1.511 0.131
AOI Category −0.812 0.066 −12.23 0.000

Group Var 0.016 0.011

3.3.2. Average Fixation Duration

As shown in Figure 11a, the average fixation duration for the Label AOIs was longer than that
for the Road AOIs for both irregular road patterns and regular patterns. As shown in Figure 11b, for
the Road AOIs, the average fixation duration for the irregular road patterns was longer than that for
the regular road patterns. For the Label AOIs, the average fixation durations for the roads and labels
were similar.
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Figure 11. Statistics of average fixation duration in the SRS task: (a): grouped by road pattern and (b):
grouped by AOI category.

Table 8 shows the results of the linear mixed model regression of the average fixation duration in
the SRS task. The coefficients of the road pattern and AOI category are −0.009 and 0.021, respectively.
Both factors contribute significantly (p < 0.01). The average fixation duration in the SRS task is
influenced by both the road pattern and the AOI category. As in the ORI tasks, the processing difficulty
was higher for the Label AOIs. Similar to different road patterns, the average fixation duration is the
same for the Label AOIs. We assume that the influence of road pattern is derived from the Road AOIs.
Processing Road AOI information with irregular road patterns is more difficult than that with regular
road patterns.

Table 8. Linear mixed model regression results of average fixation duration in the SRS task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept 0.182 0.014 13.261 0.000 0.0034
Road Pattern −0.009 0.003 −2.604 0.009
AOI Category 0.021 0.003 6.170 0.000

Group Var 0.002 0.015

3.3.3. Fixation Count

Figure 12a shows that the fixation count for the Label AOIs was greater than that for the Road
AOIs with both patterns. Figure 12b shows that the fixation count for both Road AOIs and Label AOIs
with irregular road patterns was greater than that with regular road patterns.

Table 9 shows that the coefficients of the road pattern and the AOI category are −0.006 and 1.346,
respectively. Only the AOI category contributes significantly (p < 0.01). The fixation count in the SRS
task is influenced only by the AOI category. Similar to the ORI task, participants paid more attention
to the Label AOIs with both road patterns.
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Figure 12. Statistics of fixation count in the ORI task: (a): grouped by road pattern and (b): grouped by
AOI category.

Table 9. Linear mixed model regression results of fixation count in the SRS task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept −1.030 0.091 −11.293 0.000 0.4805
Road Pattern −0.006 0.043 −0.150 0.881
AOI Category 1.346 0.043 31.363 0.000

Group Var 0.009 0.009

3.3.4. Fixation Duration

Figure 13a shows that the fixation duration for the Label AOIs was longer than that for the Road
AOIs with both patterns. Figure 13b shows that the fixation duration for both Road AOIs and Label
AOIs was longer for irregular road patterns than for regular patterns.
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Figure 13. Statistics of fixation duration in the SRS task: (a): grouped by road pattern and (b): grouped
by AOI category.

Table 10 shows that the coefficients of the road pattern and AOI category are −0.013 and 0.180,
respectively. AOI category contributes significantly (p < 0.01) and road pattern’s contribution is less
significant (p = 0.031). The fixation count in the SRS task is influenced by the AOI category. Participants
paid more attention to the Label AOIs with both road patterns. Although the participants tended to
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pay more attention for both the Road AOIs and the Label AOIs to perform tasks with irregular road
patterns than tasks with regular road patterns, as in ORI tasks, the difference is not significant.

Table 10. Linear mixed model regression results of fixation duration in the SRS task.

Coeff SE z p-Value MSE

Intercept −0.099 0.014 −6.909 0.000 0.0087
Road Pattern −0.013 0.006 −2.156 0.031
AOI Category 0.180 0.006 28.627 0.000

Group Var 0.001 0.004

4. Discussion

4.1. Performance on Road and Label AOIs

This study shows that for both ORI and SRS tasks, participants first fixated on Label AOIs and then
on Road AOIs with both irregular and regular road patterns, and they had more fixation counts and
longer fixation durations per 10,000 pixels for Label AOIs than for Road AOIs. They also had longer
average fixation durations for Label AOIs than for Road AOIs. Labels tended to grab participants’
attention faster or receive more attention, and they also required more time to process.

This universal difference between Label and Road AOIs in this study is not surprising. The Road
AOIs in this study only show road trends and intersections, and in regular road patterns, they are
highly similar, whereas Label AOIs vary in shape, colour and texture and have semantic meaning.
Therefore, the Label AOIs have a higher degree of recognition [56] and are more likely to be regarded
as landmarks. This finding is consistent with that of Liao and Dong [57], who found that displaying 3D
models, which are more salient than 2D maps, can improve map usability for male users. In general,
rich label information should be provided for ORI and SRS tasks, and navigation systems should
highlight the label information, for example, by using larger annotation or bright colours. On the other
hand, with ORI tasks in irregular road patterns, participants also tried to rely on roads because the
difference of average fixation duration was only marginally significant. This finding indicates that
unique road patterns can also help wayfinding. Pedestrians may pay more attention to roads if the
roads vary in texture or have some semantic meaning [56], for example, if traffic signs are painted on
roads, especially on roads with unique patterns.

4.2. Performance in Different Road Patterns

Participants performed better with the irregular road pattern than the regular pattern for both
tasks because they made more correct choices within the same amount of time. Since we chose areas
with similar building styles, it could be concluded that the difference in the road pattern is the main
cause of the performance difference. While Hirtle et al. [58] stated that oblique intersections can cause
disorientation, this study shows that irregular road patterns with curvatures are better remembered.
The unique intersections in irregular road patterns provide richer and more helpful information.
The better performance for irregular road patterns may also explain pedestrians’ preference for curvy
roads in previous research [25].

The gaze data indicate that the road pattern’s influence is caused by both roads and labels but is
more related to roads. For both tasks, road pattern did not influence the time to first fixation for the
Road AOI or Label AOI. For the ORI tasks, compared with the regular road pattern, participants had
a longer average fixation for both Road AOIs and Label AOIs, a greater fixation count for the Road
AOIs and a smaller fixation count for the Label AOIs with irregular patterns. The difference in the
fixation duration was only observed in the Road AOIs; participants had a longer fixation duration for
the Road AOIs with the irregular patterns. These differences indicate that ORI tasks with irregular
road patterns are more demanding and are consistent with the findings of Liu et al. [31] based on fMRI.
These authors found that when performing orientation tasks, the participants showed more activation
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in the functional brain areas that were related to decision-making (middle frontal gyrus and medial
frontal gyrus) and eye movement (superior frontal gyrus) with an irregular road pattern than a regular
pattern. In the SRS tasks, the difference in the average fixation duration between the road patterns
was only shown for the Road AOIs, and participants had a longer average fixation duration for the
Road AOIs with irregular road patterns. This difference indicates that for SRS tasks with irregular road
patterns, roads were more likely to provide more information than they did for SRS tasks with regular
road patterns. In both the ORI and SRS tasks, participants paid more attention to roads with irregular
road patterns, where the roads had unique intersections or turns. Although colour, texture or semantic
differences among the different roads were not observed, the roads provided important information
based on the structure, which is consistent with the results obtained by Hirtle et al. [58], who found that
unique intersections can be regarded as landmarks. Therefore, for navigation purposes, highlighting
road patterns by indicating turns, intersections and curvatures could be helpful. This result encourages
the construction of more unique intersections or irregular roads.

As Gibson indicated (summarized by Kitchin and Blades [59]), transitions (i.e., where the view
changes considerably) are important for successful wayfinding. Transitions happen either when the
pedestrian walks past a previous vista or when there is a turn. In regular road patterns, pedestrians
always navigated forward and there were always sharp turns. However, in irregular road patterns,
pedestrians might adjust the moving direction, which could be a hint about their location. In addition,
with non-sharp turns, some of the buildings in previous views could remain visible after the transitions
and help the pedestrian to orientate. The results show that people identify transitions mainly based
on buildings, although the roads themselves are also important information sources regarding the
transition for orientation. Thus, with irregular road patterns where the transitions are mostly unique,
people tend to pay more attention to the roads than they do with regular road patterns.

4.3. Limitations

We identify some limitations that could be improved in future studies. The materials used in
this study were street views from Google Maps, which were joint street views taken at different
times. The inconsistencies of some shops may have caused confusion and further influenced the
participants’ performances. Although there were only a few inconsistencies in the study area, the results
could be improved if the environment is properly controlled (e.g., in a virtual reality environment).
People may also act differently in the 3D physical world compared with a highly controlled lab
environment. For example, if there are people walking around, the participants may pay much more
attention to the faces. People may also walk around the origin and gather information from different
directions in the physical world. In addition, the experiment reported here was conducted in a fixed
irregular–regular order, and an even better performance might be obtained for irregular roads if the
order was counterbalanced because of learning effects. Testing how this difference changes as people
become more familiar with the road network is an interesting future research direction.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we aimed to identify whether gaze differences occurred between regular and
irregular road patterns during orientation and route selection. We conducted an experiment in which
21 participants were asked to determine the relative orientation and choose the shortest route based on
eye-tracking technology. We found that the performance was better for irregular road patterns than
regular patterns. For both regular patterns and irregular patterns, labels provided the participants
with more information, and the influence of the road pattern on the gaze was greater on roads than
labels in both tasks. Participants tended to rely more on roads with irregular road patterns than those
with regular patterns. The results contribute to further understanding the influence of road patterns
on geospatial cognition and indicate that labels and unique road intersections or turns should be
highlighted to support wayfinding and navigation tasks.
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The results may have a limited ability to explain the influence of road patterns because the
experiment was conducted on a desktop computer in a laboratory environment and based on newly
learned road networks. Thus, the results may be improved by further investigation based on immersive
or physical environments and on more familiar road networks.
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